Renewing America and Its Heritage of Freedom
What Freedom-Loving Americans Can Do to Help
A Presentation by Gerard Francis Lameiro, Ph.D.
Author, philosopher, economist, and engineer, Dr. Gerard Francis Lameiro, answers the really
important questions facing America today in his powerful presentation based on his new book,
Renewing America and Its Heritage of Freedom: What Freedom-Loving Americans Can Do to
Help. In his new research, he sought to document how America has been sliding into a sinkhole
of moral, political and economic turmoil and near-bankruptcy and, more importantly, how we
can fix this terrible mess for the sake of our children and grandchildren.
Dr. Lameiro's presentation starts by recognizing God as the Author of Liberty and builds a
substantial and solid, moral case for Freedom. He shows clearly and concisely how Truth, Human
Dignity, and Morality are inextricably linked to Freedom. He overviews his Architecture of
Freedom.
The presentation then overviews the 25 Essential Components of Freedom necessary to have a
free nation, including the 5 components of Religious Freedom, the 7 components of Political
Freedom, the 10 components of Economic Freedom, and the 3 components of the Freedom of
Living.
Dr. Lameiro goes on to show how America is losing Freedom, highlighting key laws, Supreme
Court cases, monetary and fiscal policies, and the avalanche of rules and regulations that have
played a part in losing some of our Freedom.
Dr. Lameiro then gives Freedom-Loving Americans a new vision and a new strategy to renew
America and America's Heritage of Freedom. The new strategy includes 5 strategic goals and 7
tactics to help make a major difference for the future of America. In addition to following the
strategy, Dr. Lameiro also offers 5 actions Freedom-Loving Americans can do to help.
In Dr. Lameiro's presentation, you'll find the answer to the basic question: "What can I do to
help America?" His talk is an antidote for frustrated and depressed Americans who are
beginning to succumb to the onslaught of progressive socialists and power lovers. Dr. Lameiro
tackles these challenges head-on. He doesn't sugarcoat his solutions; he takes on the issues
directly with strength and courage. His well thought out plan for America inspires enthusiasm,
energy and empowerment for Americans. You will likely find Dr. Lameiro's speech uplifting, and
you will probably leave the event more optimistic than when you walked in.

